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Introduction
Over the past several years, the more I have worked with some really good security
organizations to assess and develop their metrics programs, the more I am convinced
that metrics is not about the numbers, it is about measuring performance of people,
process, and performance. Do not get me wrong, we need to build and maintain lists
of numbers, but this is just the beginning of the work. Like a smart colleague of mine
says, “It’s just counting nails.” What do these numbers mean? What story do they tell,
what action is required and by whom?
Much of what follows in this book is focused on examples of security management challenges and opportunities and the role and contribution I see for measurements and metrics. But I think it is important to level set where you stand in terms
of your program’s status whether you are reading this as a security executive with
a solid metrics program, some one desiring to reinvent or build a body of security
metrics or perhaps as a student of the discipline. In working with scores of corporate
security organizations over the past decade, I have found that there are about a dozen
questions about a security organization’s metrics program that effectively serve to
focus the manager on developmental priorities. It is a logical beginning to this book
and aids in consideration of the potential value of the examples that are discussed
throughout.

Metrics program assessment
What is the business case for your security organization and how do you want it measured?
What are the quantifiable measurements that ought to apply to management’s assessment
of value? How would you grade your measurements and metrics?

The following metrics self-assessment tool walks the security manager through a
number of questions about how they would rank their program’s maturity. Take an
honest look at each of the descriptions and see how you would assess your current
security metrics program. If you think carefully about the questions and your assessment compared to the alternatives, I think you will find a road map for targeted
improvements.
You can work this assessment on your own if you are a sole practitioner. But if
you have a team of managers leading various programs and functions, it would be
advisable to develop this as a team exercise. It will get everyone (hopefully) on the
same page and likely identify a host of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats (SWOT). This self-assessment is a precursor to the metrics construction process that takes the reader through six steps in building a program. Use it to leverage
your strengths and opportunities and note where each of the steps offers an approach
to mitigating your weaknesses and threats.
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Review and fill in the attached self-assessment questionnaire. Select the statement that best
suits your situation and designate the current level of accomplishment for your selection. For
example, if you selected “1.2 Management is beginning to seek performance measures and
metrics from security,” a Level 1 would indicate you are at the earliest stage of response to
this need. If none fit the bill, insert your own selection as noted.

Maturity Level

Key Metrics Program Indicators

1. Organizational Context
1.1 Metrics are an accepted element
within selected business operations
but have not been requested from
security
1.2 Management is beginning to seek
performance measures and metrics
from security
1.3 Performance measures and metrics
are a required element of program
management
(Insert your own performance indicator
if not listed or adaptable above)
2. Current Status of Metrics Within
the Security Department
2.1 Recognized need and trying to
understand best first steps
2.2 Established objective but just in
very early stages of development
2.3 We have a variety of data and now
are moving to identify best approach for
desired results
2.4 We have several focused metrics
outputs for targeted constituents but now
want to elevate the content and management (or board) targeting
2.5 We have a well-established program
with quality reporting and now desire to
develop a more directed and influential set
of measures and metrics
(Insert your own performance indicator if
not listed or adaptable above)
3. Data Availability
3.1 We do not currently have a
centralized incident reporting system
3.2 We have a limited incident reporting
database that is distributed among
multiple security-related functions
3.3 We have an enterprise-wide incident
reporting and case management system
that enables reporting of desired metrics

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
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Key Metrics Program Indicators
(Insert your own performance indicator if
not listed or adaptable above)
4. Data Reliability
Level 1
4.1 Our incident and performance-related
data do not currently have consistent
standards of review and reliability
4.2 Although our incident and performance-related data are distributed among
multiple organizational units, there are
consistent standards of review and
reliability for reporting up
4.3 We have an enterprise-wide incident
and performance-related data repository
with consistent standards of review and
reliability
(Insert your own performance indicator
if not listed or adaptable above)
5. Analytical Scope and Discipline
Level 1
5.1 Current processing of incident and
performance data is primarily limited to
maintaining counts of various data
elements for trend analysis and reporting
5.2 A limited number of security programs
are thoroughly analyzed for qualitative and
quantitative findings and targeted reporting
5.3 Selected security programs have
established performance measurement
criteria and are consistently tracked and
subjected to in-depth analysis
5.4 All security programs are subjected to
ongoing qualitative and quantitative
measurement with metrics outputs available for management reporting
(Insert your own performance indicator if
not listed or adaptable above)
6. Analytical Benefits
Level 1
6.1 While it is an objective, we do not
currently provide a measurable level of
analysis to our incident and program
performance data
6.2 We see measurable results when we
provide analyses of business unit risk exposure and security advice to business units
6.3 Our analyses provide evidence of compliance with applicable regulations
6.4 Our analyses provide evidence of business unit compliance with policies related
to internal controls and security

Maturity Level

Level 2

Level 3

Level 2

Level 3
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—cont’d
Maturity Level

Key Metrics Program Indicators
6.5 Our analyses of security program
performance has enabled demonstrably
improved management understanding of
the value of security investments
6.6 Our ongoing analyses of risk
assessment and security program
performance data are a required
deliverable to senior management (and
the board)
(Insert your own performance indicator
if not listed or adaptable above)
7. Reporting
7.1 Reporting is primarily for internal
security department program performance tracking
7.2 There are multiple security functions with no consolidated metrics
reporting
7.3 Formal reporting of program
performance data is limited to a
select few key indicators required by
management
7.4 We provide a variety of standardized and tailored metrics reports
to management on an established
schedule
(Insert your own performance indicator
if not listed or adaptable above)
8. Directional Performance–
Standards and Guidelines
8.1 We have not found a set of securityrelated standards or guidelines that
may be useful as measurement
benchmarks
8.2 We currently do no employ an
established body of industry or locally
developed performance standards or
guidelines that may be used as benchmark targets for metrics
8.3 We have adopted a selected set
of measurable performance standards
or guidelines developed by others
that are tracked and reported to
management
8.4 We have both adopted externally
produced performance standards and
developed others appropriate to our unique
business management requirements

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
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Maturity Level

Key Metrics Program Indicators
(Insert your own performance indicator
if not listed or adaptable above)
9. Actionability
9.1 Our metrics are limited to
occasional reports that are primarily designed to inform on status of
selected trends over time
9.2 We are in the process of developing
a body of metrics that may be used to
measure the value and effectiveness of
security programs
9.3 Our metrics are primarily analyzed
and delivered to affirm positive business unit action or advise and direct
corrective actions
(Insert your own performance indicator
if not listed or adaptable above)
10. Resources and Tools
10.1 Resource constraints currently
limit our ability to maintain an effective
security metrics program
10.2 Each security manager is required
to maintain basic performance metrics
for each of their assigned programs
10.3 We devote adequate staff time
and employ a robust set of applications to maintain and deliver a variety of
metrics reports to management
10.4 Our company has developed
dashboard models that we are adapting to suit our security metrics reporting
requirements
(Insert your own performance indicator
if not listed or adaptable above)
11. Data Sensitivity and Protection
11.1 There are safeguards that protect
the confidentiality of metrics data that
could reveal potentially risky information
to unauthorized individuals
(Insert your own performance indicator
if not listed or adaptable above)
12. Summary Assessment–Measuring Security’s Value to the Enterprise
12.1 We are actively seeking a body
of metrics capable of demonstrating
measurable value to the enterprise
12.2 We have a body of metrics accepted
by management as demonstrating measurable value to the enterprise

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
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—cont’d
Key Metrics Program Indicators

Maturity Level

(Insert your own performance indicator if
not listed or adaptable above)
Organization:
Evaluator:
Date:

Using this assessment
If you are just beginning this hunt for your few meaningful metrics, you need to carefully consider the implications of your choices. For example, consider your selection
of these options:
3.1 We do not currently have a centralized incident reporting system;
4.1 Our incident and performance-related data do not currently have consistent
standards of review and reliability; and
5.1 Current processing of incident and performance data is primarily limited to
maintaining counts of various data elements for trend analysis and reporting.
The absence of a centralized reporting system is not a show-stopper but the lack of
an effective incident reporting system is. In the former, you have the data spread among
various entities but it will be more difficult to bring it into a form that enables solid
analysis. In the latter, you likely cannot rely on the data it is going to be difficult to even
gather; thus the likely selection of 4.1. When you have the data and you are confident of
its accuracy, remember that after you put it in a form that essentially enables counting,
that is only the beginning. Counts are okay for trending but do not provide direction for
alternative action; they merely serve up the fuel for your analysis and decisions.
Reliability is the heart of a metrics program so that is your first priority in the building
process.
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Every one of these assessment items has its own implications for your next steps.
If you are alone in interpreting your results or the team needs some thoughtful advice,
think about the short story above and find a mentor who can help you sort the options
and be a supporter in the construction process. If you are in great shape, check out
the examples and hopefully find a number of ideas for adding and improving your
security metrics portfolio.

Building your program
If you have come away from the assessment with a conclusion that you have a
mature, well functioning metrics program that is delivering measurable results to
you as a manager and to your customers, I suggest you use the table of contents to

Introduction

FIGURE 1
Construction process for implementing a security measures and metrics program.

cherry pick topics that I hope will deliver an actionable idea or two. If the assessment
helped you focus on some gaps or shortcomings or if you are engaged in a bottomsup reinvention, perhaps a review of the following (Figure 1) will find an approach to
set your program in the right direction.

Step 1: Identify the business drivers and objectives for the security
metrics program
Where can metrics deliver the greatest benefits for your company and the security
mission?
•
•
•
•
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Is to make a positive impact on company policy and culture?
Or should it be to measurably impact risk exposure?
How about to demonstrate security’s alignment with business goals and bringing value to the bottom line?
How about all of these and more?

Look at the key words in Figure 2: risk, measure, value, policy, influence, impact,
change, compliance, alignment, and strategy. These are the high profile targets of
your metrics.
Be clear on your priorities and objectives as you begin to develop your program.
Talk to your boss and probe what management would value and how they would use
actionable metrics from your organization. Learn who of your colleagues is measuring and reporting with quality and relevance. I will give you a tip that your information security partner has volumes of established metrics you can use as a model.

xxi

xxii

Introduction

FIGURE 2
Step 1: Identify the business drivers and objectives for the metrics program.

Do not take this step lightly. Create a formal process for identifying what management wants and needs. Think about the knowledge resident in your programs that
offer quality guidance to business strategy and an improved state of risk management. There is a clear correlation between how well you identify these needs and how
successful your program will be.

Step 2: Determine whom your metrics are intended to inform and
influence
You are well aware of what will happen if your company fails to connect with the
needs of its customers. I cannot overemphasize the importance of understanding the
diversity of perceptions about risk and how each of your constituents view your role
in its management. Metrics are central to our ability to influence and engage our
customers in their role in corporate security and brand protection. They enable a
coherent set of messages focused on a targeted audience.
Each of these audiences (see Figure 3) has a unique agenda and set of needs, a
“hot button,” if you will. Some need to see the broader view with a clear assessment
of alternatives. Others require the 10 min laser approach to the problem and best
solution. You must know your customer and what motivates them to action. Your
message has to be tailored to influence, to enable them to see why your message
deserves their acceptance and buy-in.
Metrics should be presented as enabling tools rather than criticisms whenever
possible. Positive action is more likely if the audience feels he or she is being given
an opportunity rather than a sharp stick in the eye. You want partnership in results
more than a notch on the gun.
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